CALLING ALL KS1 MATHEMAGICIANS

Dear Parents and Children

Have we got the competition for you KS1!!!!?????

It’s time to pull those maths rabbits out of hats and get Doodling and on Numbots/ TTRockstars to earn prizes for yourself and your class.

From today until Wednesday 16th December we are asking you to log in to DoodleMaths and onto Numbots/ TT Rockstars as much as you can. There will be prizes for:

- The class with the highest Doodle Stars obtained over the period.
- The child with the highest number of Doodle stars per class over the period

PLUS a prize draw for four lucky Numbots/ TT Rockstars participants who log in on a secret date between Tuesday 1st December and Wednesday 16th December.

There will also be 5 housepoints given to all children who log in over the period.

Prizes will be presented on Thursday 17th December.

To help you, we have given you another copy of your Numbots/ TTRockstars log in today.

Good Luck!!!

The KS1 Team